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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that there is a connection between Roth’s theorems on similarity and 
equivalence of block-triangular matrices and decomposition of modules. The module 
property is that if MzziV@M/N, then N is a summand of M. This holds for any 
commutative ring if M is finitely presented. New proofs of Roth’s theorems are given 
for commutative rings. Some results are established in the noncommutative case. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a ring with 1, and denote by Rnxm the set of n X m matrices over 
R. Let R, =R,,,. Roth [9] proved that for F a field, A EF,, B EF,, and 
CEF,,,, then 
(: z)and(t i)aresimilar W) 
if and only if 
C=AX-XB for some XER,,,. w 
Roth proved this by first showing that for R=F[x], AER,,,, BER,,,, and 
CER,,,, then 
($ g) and (t i) areequivalent (El) 
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if and only if 
C=AX+ YB for some XER,,, and YER,,,. (E2) 
We say I? has the similarity [equivalence] property if (Sl) and (S2) [(El) 
and (E2)] are equivalent. Note that for any R, it is clear that (S2) and (E2) 
imply (Sl) and (El), respectively. Gustafson [3] showed that any commuta- 
tive ring has these properties. Miyata [8] proved that if R is a commutative 
Noetherian ring and M is a finitely presented R-module with a submodule N, 
then 
MzN@M/N (x1) 
if and only if 
N is a summand of M. 62) 
We say R has the extension property if (Xl) and (X2) are equivalent. In 
this paper, the relationships among the properties are studied. In particular, it 
is shown that any commutative ring has the extension property. The proof 
avoids passing to the completion of a local Noetherian ring as both Miyata [8] 
and Gustafson [3] did. It also shortens the argument for the matrix theorems. 
In the final section, some noncommutative results are obtained. An extension 
of a result of Hartwig [5] on regular rings is given. All rings have 1, and all 
modules are right modules. 
2. RELATIONS AMONG THE PROPERTIES 
We give interpretations of the matrix properties in terms of modules. 
LEMMA 2.1. lf R[x] has either the extension or equivalence property, 
then R has the similarity property. 
Proof. If R[x] has the equivalence property, the argument of Roth [9, p. 
3951 yields the result. 
Now set 
as in (Sl). 
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Let M be the R-module of column vectors of length n+m. Make M an 
R [ xl-module by defining ux= Du. Take N to be the R[ xl-submodule of 
vectors whose last m entries are 0. Then (Sl) and (Xl) are equivalent, as are 
(S2) and (X2). Since M is finitely presented, the result follows. n 
Note that in the proof above, all one needs is that R [ x] has the extension 
property for modules which are finitely generated as R-modules. 
The relationship between the equivalence and extension properties is 
more complicated. Suppose that W, and Vi, i= 1,2, are R-modules. Let 
aEHom(W,,V,), PEHom(W’,Va), and y E Hom( W,, V,). Set V= V,@ V, 
and W= WI@ W,. Now define 6 l Hom( W,V) by 
So 6(w,+w,)=(cww,+yw,)+~wz. Finally, let v:V-+M=V/imS be the 
natural map. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf W, and V, are projective, then the following are equiua- 
lent: 
(i) There exist xEHom(Wa, W,) and r~EHorn(V,,Vr) with y=ax+_rlp. 
(ii) N=v( V,) is a direct summand of M and y(kerp) Cim (Y. 
Proof. Assume (i) holds. Note that 
V=v,@(l+T&. 
Since imS=imu+im( /3+y), it follows using (i) that 
(2) 
(3) 
As im S = ker v, (2) and (3) imply 
M=N@(l+q)V,. 
Clearly y(kerj3) C im (Y, and so (ii) holds. 
Conversely, if (ii) holds, M = N@ N’ for some N’. Let v : M + N be the 
projection map. Since V, is projective, there exists TJ E Hom( V,, V,) such that 
-vTj=Trv on Vs. (4) 
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= -vp-vqp since v6=0 
= -vp+?rlq3 bY (4). 
Since (y-qfi)Wz CV,, this implies v(y-)1P)=r(-vp+v/3)=0. Hence (y- 
~fi)W~cV~nkerv=V,~Iirn& If u,=6(w,+w,)=(cuw,+yw,)+pw,~V,, 
then w2 Eker/3, and so yw, Eima by (ii). Hence V, nim6=ima. Since W, is 
projective and ( y - qfi)W2 C im (Y, there exists x E Hom( W,, W, ) with y - T$ 
= ax, yielding (i). n 
The situation described above leads to the following generalization of the 
equivalence property. Suppose Vi, Wi, i = 1,2, are finitely generated R-modules 
with V, and W, projective. Let (Y, fi, y, and 6 be as in (1). Then we say R has 
the strong equivalence property if 6 is equivalent to a@fl if and only if 
y = c”x + VP for some x and 11. Recall S, and 6, E Hom( U,, U,) are equivalent if 
there exist Q+ taut such that 8, =(~2&~~. Note that if y=(~x+q,B, then 
6 = (1 + q)( (r @ /?)( 1 +x) is equivalent to (Y @ fl. The strong equivalence prop 
erty implies the equivalence property by taking W, =R’, W, =R”, V, =R”, 
V, = R”, and (Y, /3, and y to be multiplication by the matrices A, B, and C 
respectively. 
The next results shows that the equivalence and extension properties are 
equivalent for Artinian rings. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf R is (right) Artinian, then the extension property implies 
the strong equivalence property. 
Proof. Let notation be as above. If S is equivalent to (~l@p, then 
v(V)=M=V/im62V,/aW,~Vz/PW2. If N=v(V,), then M/N=&/PW,. 
Also N=(V, +im6)/imSgVV,/V, nimSrV,/[ima+y(ker/3)] is a homo- 
morphic image of V,/(YW,. Hence by calculation of the composition length, 
MEN@ M/N, and the extension property implies that N is a summand of M. 
The result follows by Lemma 2.2. n 
Since an Artinian semisimple ring has the extension property trivially, the 
result of Gustafson and Zelmanowitz [4] follows. 
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THEOREM 2.4. A semisimple Artinian ring has the equivalence property. 
Recall that a ring is semiperfect if finitely generated modules have 
projective covers (see [l]). In particular, any left or right Artinian or com- 
mutative local ring is semiperfect. Levy and Robson [7, Theorem 4.31 proved 
that: 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf R is se&perfect, then A, BER,,, are equivalent if 
R’,‘AR”’ zz R’/BR”‘. 
This yields: 
THEOREM 2.6. Let R he a semiperfect ring. Zf R has the equivalence 
property, then R has the extension property. 
Proof. Suppose MzN@ M/N is finitely presented. Thus N and M/N 
are also finitely presented. Hence there exist finitely generated free modules 
W,, W,,V,,V,, aEHom(W,,V,), and PEHom(W,,V.) such that V,/aW, z:N 
and V,/pW,zM/N. Now we can find ‘pl EHom(V,, N) and ‘pz E 
Hom(V,, M) that induce these last two isomorphisms. In particular, this 
implies that (p2fiW2 CN=imcp,. Since W, is free, there exists yEHom(W,,V,) 
such that 
‘PIY =%.P. (5) 
Define 6 ~Hom( W, V) by (1). 
We claim that the cokernel of 6 is isomorphic to M. To see this, define 
cpEHom(V, M) by ‘p(v,, vz)=cpl(vl)-~~(v,). Since ‘pl maps onto N and 
imq, covers M module N, ~JJ is onto. If ~p~(u,)=q,,(v,), then v2 ~q;l(N)= 
imp. Hence v2 =pwz for some w2 E W,, and so cpl(vl)=(pz~(wz)~cp~y(wz) 
by (5). Thus v1 -yw, Ekercp, =ima. So v1 =awl +yw, for some w1 E W,. 
Thus v1 SO, =6(w, +wz)~im6. Similarly imackercp, proving the claim. 
Note that if Y is the natural map from V to V/6W, then N and v(V,) 
correspond under this isomorphism of M with V/6W. Thus N is a summand 
of M if and only if v(V,) is a summand of V/6W. 
Since MrN@ M/N, we have V/GWr V,/aWlC13 V,/pW,. Since R is 
semiperfect, by Lemma 2.5, this implies if R has the equivalence property, 
y = ax + T#, and the result follows by Lemma 2.2. n 
COROLLARY 2.7. lf R is right Artinian, then the following are equiva- 
lent: 
(i) R has the extension prop&y, 
(ii) R has the equivalence property. 
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Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.3. n 
3. COMMUTATIVE RINGS 
If R is commutative and M is Artinian, a simple counting argument yields 
the extension property. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf R is commutative and M is Artinian, then (Xl) and (X2) 
are equivalent. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence. 
0 + Hom( M/N, N) zHom(M,N) >Hom(N,N), 
where IT is the natural map from M to M/N, m*( f )=fn, and r is restriction. 
If M z NCB M/N, then Hom( M, N) r Hom( M/N, N) C3 Hom( N, N ). Hence 
the image of r has composition length equal to that of Hom(N, N). Thus r is 
sujective. In particular, there exists (I E Hom( M, N) with un=n for all n E N. 
So M=N@kera. n 
This yields: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. A commutative Artinian ring has the extension, 
(strong) equivalence, and similarity properties. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, such a ring R has the extension property and so 
by Lemma 2.3 the strong equivalence property. Now by Lemma 2.1 and the 
remarks following it, Lemma 3.1 implies that R has the similarity property. n 
Gustafson [3] obtains the equivalence result above by using a counting 
argument on the entwining module of a pair of matrices. The completion of a 
local Noetherian ring was used by both Gus&on and Miyata to reduce to the 
Artinian case. We use the following result. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let R be a commutative ring with K and L finitely 
generated R-modules. Suppose u E Hom( K, L) and y EL. 
(i) Zf ux = y has a solution over the localization R, for each maximal ideal 
P of R, then you. 
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(ii) Zf R is a local Noetherian ring with maximal ideal P, and ax= y(mod 
LPk) has a solution for each k, then yEa( 
Proof. (i) is [2, Corollary 1, p. 881. By passing to L/a(K), we assume 
o=O. Thus, 
yET= fi LPk. 
k=l 
By [2, Proposition 5, p. 2001, T= TP and so T=O by Nakayama’s Lemma (cf. 
[2, Corollary 3, p. 6.31). 
THEOREM 3.4 (Gustafson). A commutative ring has the equivalence and 
similarity properties. 
Proof. Assume (El) holds. Let S be the subring generated by the entries 
of A, B, C and the matrices and their inverses giving the equivalence of the 
two matrices. Since S is finitely generated as a ring, S is Noetherian. By 
Lemma 3.3, the linear system C=AX+ YB has a solution over S if and only if 
it does over the Artinian rings S,,/P,” for each maximal ideal P of S and each 
k. This holds by Proposition 3.2. 
A similar argument yields the similarity property. Alternatively, one can 
appeal to Lemma 2.1. n 
The argument above also shows that in fact a commutative ring has the 
strong equivalence property. The extension result can also be obtained by 
expressing the condition for N to be a summand of M as a linear condition. 
However, it now follows easily from Theorems 2.6 and 3.4. 
THEOREM 3.5. A commutative ring has the extension property. 
Proof Suppose MZ N@ M/N is finitely presented. Then by [2, Corollary 
1, p. 901, N is a summand of M if and only if over each localization N is a 
summand of M. Thus it suffices to assume the ring is local, and hence 
semiperfect (see [l]). By Theorem 3.5, the ring has the equivalence property. 
Hence by Theorem 2.6, it has the extension property. n 
We do not know if finite presentation is necessary. However, finite 
generation is certainly needed, as the following example shows. Let R be the 
integers, and set M=A63 B, where As-R and B is an infinite sum of copies of 
R/2R. If N is either 2A or 2A +B, then MzN@M/N, but N is not a 
summand of M. 
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4. NONCOMMUTATIVE RINGS 
All of the results in Sec. 3 go through for rings module finite over the 
center with virtually no change in the proofs. This was observed by Gustafson 
and Zelmanowitz [4] for the matrix theorems. In particular, this applies to 
representations of finite groups over commutative rings. For arbitrary rings, 
Horn is not an R-module, and different methods are needed. We consider 
special types of rings. R is called (von Neumann) regular if for any a ER, 
u=uxa has a solution. 
LEMMA 4.1. lf R is regular and M/N is finitely presented, then N is a 
summund of M. 
Proof By [lo, Corollary 3.40 and Theorem 4.241, M/N is flat and hence 
projective. Thus N is a summand of M. n 
So any regular ring has the extension property trivially. However, if there 
exist a, h E R with ab # 1 = ha, then by an example of Hartwig [5], R does 
not have the equivalence or similarity properties. If V is an infinite dimen- 
sional vector space, then R = EndV is regular but contains elements a, b as 
above. R is called directly finite if u, b E R with ha = 1 implies ab = 1. Directly 
finite regular rings have the following cancellation property. 
LEMMA 4.2. Zf R, is a directly finite regular ring for all n and PEP@ Q 
where P is a finitely generated projective module, then Q=O. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume PzRk. By passing to 
R, (via the Morita equivalence), we can in fact take P= R. Thus R=aR@Z, 
where ub=O implies b=O and 1=-Q. Write a=axa. Thus a(l-xa)=O, and 
soxu=l.Henceax=l,andsoaR=RandZ=Q=O. n 
R is called unit regular if a =axu, where x is a unit in R. Unit regular rings 
are directly finite. Hartwig [5] showed that unit regular rings have the 
equivalence property. We extend this (and Theorem 2.4). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be a regular ring. R has the equivalence property if 
and only if R, is directly finite for all n. 
Proof. The example of Hartwig [5] shows that if R has the equivalence 
property, then R, is directly finite for all n. Conversely, suppose R, is directly 
finite. Let the notation be as in Lemma 2.2, except that also we take Wi,q to 
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be finitely generated free modules. Now N= v( V,) z V/[im (Y + y(kerp)]. Let 
Q= [im a + y(ker/3)]/ im (Y and L = Vi /im (Y. Now by Lemma 4.1, V, /im p is 
projective, and thus so is kerp. Hence N is finitely presented. Another 
application of Lemma 4.1 implies LE-Q@L/QEQ@A? If M=Y(V), then 
M/N is finitely presented. Thus N is a summand of M, and MEN@ M/N. If 
6 is equivalent to CX@~, then MzL63V,/im/3~LG3M/N~N@Q@M/N. 
So by Lemma 4.2, Q=O, and so y(kerp) Cimcr. The result now follows by 
Lemma 2.2. n 
We now consider principal ideal rings. One lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 4.4. lf MzzN@M/N is a finitely generated R-module and 1 is 
an ideal of R such that R/l is Artinian, then MZnN=Nl. 
Proof. 
M/N+Mk( M,‘MZ)/( N-t MI/MI). 
Thus I( M/MI ) = I( M/N+ MI ) + I( N/MI II N ), where 1 denotes composition 
length. Also by hypothesis, 
M/MZEN,‘NZ@M/MZ+N. 
Thus Z( N/NZ) = Z( N/MI f’ N) and the conclusion follows. n 
Note that this gives a short proof of the extension property for Dedekind 
domains, since the above purity condition implies N is a summand. This can 
also be used to prove Roth’s results on fields. 
THEOREM 4.5. Zf R is a (left and right) Artinian principal ideal ring, 
then R has the extension property. 
Proof. Suppose M is a finitely generated R-module with MsN@M/N. 
We can assume M is faithful. Let Z be the annihilator of N. By Lemma 4.4, 
MZnN=NZ=O. Also M/MZ~(N+MZ)/MZ6B(M/MZ)/(N+MZ/MZ). 
Hence if MZf 0, by induction on the composition length of M, there exists a 
submodule L such that M= N+ L and L n NCMZn N=O. So assume N is 
faithful. By [6, p. 791, this implies N=A@B where A is projective. Since R is 
an Artinian pir, this implies A is injective (cf. [6]). Hence M/A= N/A@ M/N, 
and by induction N/A is a summand of M/A. Since A is summand of M, N is 
a summand as desired. n 
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COROLLARY 4.6. lf R is an Artinian principal ideal ring, then R has the 
equivalence property. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 2.3. n 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let D he a division ring and M a finitely generated 
D [ xl-module. If N is a submodule such that M G N@ M/N, and the torsion 
module of M is bounded (i.e. has nonzero annihilator), then N is a summand 
of M. 
Proof. Let T(M) and T(N) denote the torsion submodules of M and N, 
respectively. By hypothesis, 
M/T(M)=NN/T(N)+(M/N)/T(M/N) 
rN/T(N)+M/[T(M)+N]. 
Hence M/[ T( M) + N] is torsion-free and projective. Thus M= [ Z’( M ) + N] CI3 
L. Now N=T(N)@K. So M=T(M)@K@L. Thus it suffices to show T(N) 
is a summand of T( M ). However, 
T(M)ET(N)@[T(M)+N/N] 
=T(N)$T(M)/T(N). 
Since Z’(M) is bounded, D[ xl/Ann T(M) is an Artinian principal ideal ring. 
Thus by Theorem 4.5, T( N ) is a summand as desired. n 
We remark that the argument in Corollary 4.7 shows that it suffices to 
consider finitely generated torsion D[x]-modules. Since any such module is a 
finite dimensional vector space over D, we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let D be a division ring. The following are equivalent: 
(i) D has the similarity property. 
(ii) D[x] has the extension property. 
(iii) D[ x] has the equivalence property. 
We conjecture that any division ring has these properties. If D,, is 
algebraic (over the center of D) for each n, then every finitely generated 
torsion module is bounded, and hence D has the similarity property. How- 
ever, it is an open question whether such division rings are locally finite. 
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A more general conjecture is that the extension property holds for 
Artinian modules. We close by showing the result holds if N is semisimple and 
M has finite rank (i.e. M contains no infinite direct sums). 
PROPOSITION 4.9. lf MzN@ M/N, N is semisimple, and M has finite 
rank, then N is a summand of M. 
Proof. Say M=A@B with AzN and BzMM/N. Let N=N,@ . . . Cl+&: 
with N, simple. Let rr be projection onto A. If a(N)=O, then NCB, and 
BZ M/NsA@ B/NzN@B/N. Hence by induction on the rank of M, N is 
a summand of B. If n( N ) # 0, we can assume r( Ni ) # 0. Hence A = a( NI ) $ 
A,. Thus M=Nr@A,$ B. By induction, N/N, is a summand of M/N,, and so 
N is a summand of M. n 
I would like to thank D. Estes and R. Resco for their helpful comments. 
Also I wish to thank L. Levy for the notion of strong equivalence and the 
present improved version of Lemma 2.2. 
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